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VIA SPORT

ATHLETE & STAFF

ILLNESS & TRAVEL

As a BCCA member
program, you are
governed by the Return to
Sport guidelines approved
by the province and
ViaSport. The sport
specific guidelines are
mandated by BCCA, which
have been approved by
ViaSport.

Must maintain 6 feet of
distance (no spotting or
building skills).

Do you or someone in
your household have:

Cheerleading is classified
as an indoor contact
sport, however, during the
Transition Measures stage
of the Return to Sport
Activity Chart, this
document outlines what is
allowed within your
cheerleading facilities.

It is recommended to wear
a secured mask.
Minimal belongings to be
brought into the gym.
Bring your own filled water
bottle and do not share.
Clean your hands before
and after training.
Avoid touching your face.

-

COVID-19
Fever
Chills
Cough
Shortness of Breath
Sore throat
Painful Swallowing
Traveled outside of
Canada (in the last
14 days)

If you answered yes to
any of the above do
n ot go to the gym.

Cover cough/sneeze.
It is recommended to wear
a secured mask.

Self-isolate and call
811.

RECOM M ENDATIONS
-

Close lobby and congregation areas. Add virtual viewing rooms if possible/necessary.
Create a health survey to be administered on entry.
WorkSafe BC Safety Plan is completed, reviewed with staff and posted in the facility.
Increase ventilation by opening windows and doors with separate entry/exit when possible.
Have at least one hand washing station which is clear from contact points.
Disinfect contact points between each class using an approved disinfectant. This includes
training aids, door handles, washrooms. Equipment not easily sanitized should be avoided.
Clean the floor daily with increased deep cleaning.

FIRST AID
If first aid is required try to
limit the number of
individuals in contact with
the person in need of aid.
If possible have the person
requiring aid use a face
mask over their nose and
mouth.
First aid providers should
perform hand hygiene after
interaction with a person
requiring aid.
Clean and dispose of any
PPE used.
The risk of disease
transmission is extremely
low while performing
CPR--especially when using
a breathing barrier. Use
protective gloves, if
available.
If you are uncomfortable or
haven?t been trained to
perform traditional CPR,
have someone call 9-1-1 and
start Hands-Only CPR
(continuous chest
compression without any
mouth to mouth contact)
until someone else takes
over or emergency help
arrives.
* Information retrieved from
Red Cross.

CASE OF COVID-19

If any athlete, staff or person who
entered your business tests positive
for COVID-19, inform those who were
in the same space/team that they had
a possible exposure at a specific date
and time. Do not disclose who tested
positive. Due to privacy, only the
person/guardian who tested positive
should disclose, if they wish.
Those in the same team/class should
self-monitor for 10 days from exposure
date. If they were not wearing masks
OR are experiencing any symptoms
have them contact 811.
Inform BCCA by completing the online
form. If you need assistance contact
the BCCA
NEXT STEPS
-

-

Ensure you are always following the rules set by the
government, health authority and Work Safe BC
This Transitional Measures (BC Phase 2) allows
cheerleading to return in modified team practices and
training in line with social distancing.
The next phase is "Progressively Loosen". For the
requirements and guidelines for that phase, please
follow BCCA's return to cheer Stage A, B and C.
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GYM HYGIENE

ATHLETE & STAFF

ILLNESS & TRAVEL

Increase ventilation by
opening windows and
doors when possible.

Must maintain 6 feet of
distance.

Do you or someone in your
household have:

Minimal belongings to be
brought into the gym.

Have at least one hand
washing station which is
clear from contact points.

Bring your own filled water
bottle (with your name on
it) and do not share.

Disinfect contact points
between each class using
an approved disinfectant.
This includes training aids,
door handles, washrooms.

Arrive to the gym ready.
Clean your hands before
and after training.

Clean the floor daily with
increased deep cleaning.

Avoid touching your face.

-

COVID-19
Fever
Chills
Cough
Shortness of Breath
Sore throat
Painful Swallowing
Traveled outside of
Canada (in the last 14
days)

If you answered yes to any
of the above do n ot go to
the gym.

Cover cough/sneeze.
Any equipment not easily
sanitized should be
avoided.

If wearing a mask it must
be secure.

Post Work Safe hand
washing poster in all
bathrooms.

RECOM M ENDATIONS

Create separate entrance
and exit points when
possible.

-

Self-isolate in line with
regulations and refer to
HealthLink BC at 811.

Close lobby and congregation areas.
Add virtual viewing rooms.
Create a health survey to be administered on entry.
WorkSafe BC Safety Plan is completed, reviewed with staff
and posted in the facility.
Have a gym specific protocol that is available publicly and
communicated to all members prior to opening.
Run a trial session to test your COVID-19 practices.

BUSINESS PRACTICES

VIRTUAL INSTRUCTION

No more than 50 people
gathered regardless of
facility size or training
location. Training outdoors
is not an exemption from
these practices.

Avoid one-to-one electronic messaging by having
communication including at least two adults (two coaches or
a coach and parents/guardian/club administrator).

Taking comprehensive
attendance is mandatory.

A dress code should still be applied and anyone violating the
dress code should be removed from the training.

Athletes, coaches and staff
must maintain a minimum
of 6 feet apart.

Parental consent is required when with a minor. Consent and
awareness should be obtained to ensure all participants
agree to screen captures during the video (even if it is not the
instructor taking the screen capture, others may be).

Use non-contact greeting
and training.
No spotting. No building
skills (stunt, pyramid or
baskets). Training can
include jumps, dance,
unassisted tumbling.

Set guidelines on format of communication and time period
(e.g. no phone calls or texts after certain hours).

Rule of Two still applies. For video ?privates? another adult
coach, parent or volunteer should be present. One-on-one
sessions should be avoided.
Coaches and staff should be in an appropriate location while
conducting the class (aware of what is in their background).
When possible record the instruction.

No use of poms, signs,
megaphones or shared
props.

Focus on maintenance
and technique, not
new skill acquisition.

Stagger Class Times.
Request that athletes arrive
at the designated time. If
they are early wait in their
vehicle.
Close water stations, coffee
stations and shared items
where cross-contamination
is possible.
Use contact-less payment
whenever possible.

IDEAS
If possible add additional Velcro to the floor to create a grid
to assist athletes keeping in their designated space.
If doing art activity create individual bags with all the
supplies needed to limit cross-contamination.
Create a fun way to "break" while maintaining social
distancing in advance.

FIRST AID

CASE OF COVID-19

If first aid is required try to
limit the number of
individuals in contact with
the person in need of aid.

If any athlete, staff or person
who entered your business
tests positive for COVID-19
immediately contact Health
Link BC.

If possible have the person
requiring aid use a face
mask over their nose and
mouth.
First aid providers should
perform hand hygiene after
interaction with a person
requiring aid.
Clean and dispose of any
PPE used.
The risk of disease
transmission is extremely
low while performing
CPR--especially when using
a breathing barrier. Use
protective gloves, if
available.
If you are uncomfortable or
haven?t been trained to
perform traditional CPR,
have someone call 9-1-1 and
start Hands-Only CPR
(continuous chest
compression without any
mouth to mouth contact)
until someone else takes
over or emergency help
arrives.
* Information retrieved from
Red Cross.

Ensure that customers are
informed of any closure (if
necessary) through a minimum
of an email and signage.
Have a business specific plan
on steps to take if an
emergency closure is
necessary.
NEXT STEPS
-

Ensure you are always following the rules set by the
government, health authority and Work Safe BC
Stage 1 allows cheerleading to return in modified team
practices and training in line with social distancing.
Stage 2 is anticipated to begin in September. Sport
Specific guidelines for future stages will be released by
the end of June.

